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One common strand running between many of the new
themes highlighted is the opportunity to access growth
on the cheap with investment trusts.

This report casts an eye over the trusts that make up the 10-stock portfolio selected by my
value and momentum ranked investment trust screen. These stocks fit with specific rules
(below) that ensure a degree of diversity in the selection of trusts but still allow distinct
investment themes to emerge. And while this screen, like almost all screens run by the
Investors’ Chronicle, is considered a source of ideas for further research rather than an
off-the-shelf portfolio, a back test over the last 17 years suggests its trust picks collectively
deliver strong performance.

Highlights this month:

● The Alpha IT Reports continue to outperform. All 10 portfolios of 10 trusts
published over the last year are outperforming. Meanwhile, the cumulative
return from the inaugural report from July 2020 is double that of the MSCI
World index.

● The strategy has produced a 10-fold return since mid-2004.
● Japan, Europe and Technology trusts are all themes this month.
● The overarching theme of the report is trusts offering exposure to “growth”

stocks on the cheap.

Analyst:
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algy.hall@ft.com
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Alpha report performance: Happy holidays!

Last month the Alpha Investment Trust report (and its author) took a summer
break. However, the trusts highlighted by July’s report didn’t down tools. As
nerves about the spread of the Delta Covid-19 variant began to wane, July’s ten
trusts pushed ahead and returned 7.8 per cent. That was well ahead of the
returns from the MSCI World and FTSE All Share indices.

While markets seem more relaxed for now about the pandemic, we are not out
of the woods. The UK, which has been ahead of the game with vaccines, has put
itself up as a bit of a test case for “living with the virus”. There is still a risk that
cases could start to rise as more people get back to work after the summer
break and as kids get back to school.

If “living with the virus” proves a success, it could bring other issues for
investors. Namely, the end of stimulus and a potential tightening of the fiscal
and monetary purse strings.

The European Central Bank has already announced  plans to rein in its
emergency pandemic bond purchase program from €80bn a month to
€60bn-€70bn. The Bank of England is also considering its options.

But, as always, when it comes to the big economic moves, the Federal Reserve is
the real one to watch. A Fed  meeting is scheduled for 21 September and could
bring news of moves towards tightening monetary policy through the tapering
of quantitative easing (bond buying).

For now, though, all the 10 trust selections from the past 12 months are
outperforming both the MSCI World index and the FTSE All Share. I am also
reporting the cumulative total return from the inaugural Alpha IT report from
July 2020 (see below). This assumes a complete switch from the 2020 portfolio
into the 2021 portfolio on the day the new July report was published (26 July
2021).

11-Sep-20 19-Oct-20

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 40.1% Alpha ITs 37.1%

MSCI World 24.7% MSCI World 24.0%

FTSE All Share 24.4% FTSE All Share 26.3%
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16-Nov-20 25-Jan-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 23.2% Alpha ITs 19.0%

MSCI World 18.5% MSCI World 13.9%

FTSE All Share 15.3% FTSE All Share 10.8%

22-Feb-21 29-Mar-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 17.2% Alpha ITs 14.5%

MSCI World 15.6% MSCI World 12.1%

FTSE All Share 10.3% FTSE All Share 7.5%

27-Apr-21 24-May-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 10.2% Alpha ITs 10.9%

MSCI World 7.7% MSCI World 8.8%

FTSE All Share 3.6% FTSE All Share 2.0%

28-Jun-21 26-Jul-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 7.2% Alpha ITs 7.8%

MSCI World 4.5% MSCI World 2.0%

FTSE All Share 1.4% FTSE All Share 1.6%

CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE

20-Jul-20

Cumulative TR
since Jul 20 53.8%

Cumulative TR
since Jul 20
with 1.5% chg 50.1%

MSCI World 26.7%

FTSE All Share 21.8%
Source: Thomson Datastream

As a recap for anyone new to this monthly report, its main aim is to provide
investment ideas for readers to consider on their individual merits rather than
off-the-shelf portfolios. The strategy used by the Alpha IT reports should also
be considered fallible despite the strong showing since launch. The strategy can
sometimes come a cropper and discount widening is alway a danger when
investing in trusts. I can provide these warnings with confidence because I have
data from mid-2004 to show how the strategy has historically performed. It has
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had bad patches. Indeed, the impact of discount widening means that during
those 17 years, the maximum peak to trough fall experienced by the strategy
was a huge 63 per cent during the credit crunch. An investor would need a
ludicrously steely emotional constitution to stick with a numbers-based
strategy during such a drawdown which is a key consideration when
recommending readers view the Alpha picks as a source of ideas above all else.

Fortunately, as well as illustrating the potential pain, my data also suggests that
while the Alpha strategy does sometimes have hiccups, overall, and over time, it
produces much more value from good calls than it loses from bad ones.

Over the past 17 years, the cumulative total return stands at 923 per cent
based on mid-year reshuffles. That compares with 497 per cent  from the MSCI
World index and 236 per cent from the FTSE All-Share. These performance
numbers do lack some realism, though, as they do not account for dealing
charges associated with the reshuffles. If I factor in a notional 1.5 per cent
annual charge to represent dealing costs, the total return drops to 679 per cent.

Total return since Jul 2004 CAGR

Alpha IT 923% 14.2%

Alpha IT 1.5% chg 679% 12.5%

MSCI World 497% 10.7%

FTSE All Share 236% 7.3%

FTSE All Sh/MSCI Wld 353% 9.1%
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Screening rules

The central idea behind the Alpha strategy is to look for trusts displaying an
advantageous mix of value and momentum.

To fairly compare investment trusts with different remits and capital structures,
the screen assesses trusts’ value relative to their one-year average
premium/discount.

This is done using a standardised measure called the Z-score (the number of
“standard deviations” the premium/discount is from the mean average).  A
Z-score can be considered to be pretty cheap when it gets below -1 (the bottom
16 per cent of the range) and extremely cheap at or below -2 (the bottom 2.5
per cent).

Three-month share price momentum is used as an indicator of sentiment
towards trusts and their recent investment success.

The tables at the end of this report show the top 25 investment trusts based on
a combined ranking of Z-score and momentum. The 10 stock portfolio, which is
what this report focuses on, represents the highest ranking trusts that meet the
following portfolio rules:

● Market capitalisation must be more than £100m.
● No tracker or hedge funds.
● No more than half the portfolio (five out of 10 shares) should have

“niche” themes, and no more than two trusts should have the same niche.
Trusts defined as niche are those focused on non-mainstream asset
classes or sub-sectors, such as private equity, debt, technology and
biotechnology; and those focused on single countries (excluding the UK
and US) or high-risk economic regions such as emerging markets. I also
regard trusts targeting smaller Asian companies as niche, but not
generalist Asian equity  trusts.

● No more than half the portfolio (five out of 10 shares) should be
mainstream trusts of the same type. This rule does not apply to global
funds, but it does to other mainstream themes such as trusts investing in
the UK (large and small companies), Europe, the US or Asia.

● All trusts must trade at a discount to NAV.
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Themes this month: Going for growth (on the cheap)

While there are a number of themes that have emerged in this month’s report,
an overarching characteristic of many of the trusts highlighted is that they are
run by growth-orientated fund managers. These trusts have in general
performed well recently, but have nevertheless seen their discounts drift out to
unusually wide levels based on the one-year range.

One likely cause for this is fear of tightening monetary conditions (as discussed
in the performance section above), which is generally considered bad for
growth stocks.

The explanation of why this is seen as an issue for growth stocks is as follows:
tighter monetary conditions are usually associated with rising interest rates;
higher rates mean less value can be put on future cash flows because the
returns from risk-free alternatives (government bonds) has become more
attractive; the impact is especially acute on cash flows expected many years in
the future; growth stocks are bought for cash flows many years in the future
rather than cash flows in the here and now, so their valuations are more
sensitive to interest rates.

There are some reasons to be sceptical about this logic, but it is the
conventional wisdom of the day and that’s what really matters.

One caveat to this narrative is that the bond market does not look very nervy as
the accompanying graph of the 10-year treasury yield (the bond interest rate)
over the last five years shows.

Source: FactSet
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The fear of rising rates would seem particularly pertinent for the two tech trusts
highlighted this month - Allianz Technology (ATT) and Polar Capital
Technology (PCT). It is also an issue for the three Baillie Gifford managed trusts
- Baillie Gifford US Growth (USA), Scottish Mortgage (SMT) and Baillie
Gifford European (BGEU) - given the manager’s distinctive growth style and
long time horizons.  Growth stocks are also a mainstay for some of the other
trust picks, such as JPMorgan Japan (JFJ) and European Opportunities (JEO).

There are two geographic themes emerging this month, too.

If it  were not for the portfolio construction rules one of these  themes - Japan -
would massively dominate the trust picks. The Japanese stock market was set
alight earlier this month when Yoshihide Suga, the country’s prime minister,
announced he was resigning after only a year in the post. Suga had seen his
approval rating plummet due to his perceived mishandling of the Covid-crisis.

Four people are vying for leadership of the ruling Liberal Democratic party and
the post of prime minister. Regardless of who wins, there is an expectation that
a flood of stimulus money will follow with the figure of Y30tn (£272bn) being
talked about. This is not only based on the candidates comments, it is also due to
the risk of a humiliating general election defeat for the LDP should public
opinion continue on its current path.

The allure for investors of a spending splurge is increased by the fact that global
funds look very underweight to the country and the market appears cheap,
compared with many other major stock markets such as in Europe and the US.

While Japanese stocks have already  jumped on hopes of imminent largesse, the
shares of Japanese specialist investment trusts have been more reticent. This
has caused discounts to widen. That is precisely the kind of momentum and
value combo that gets the Alpha screen excited.

The country was slow to ramp up its vaccine efforts, but has played rapid catch
up over the past few months as it has acted in response to the spread of the
Delta variant. It now has 66 per cent of the population partially vaccinated and
53 per cent fully vaccinated. That compares with 10 per cent and 3 per cent at
the start of June.

On the negative side is the unravelling of Chinese property giant Evergrande.
While there are many theories doing the rounds about the potential significance
of the event, there could be  significant contagion in the region and beyond. The
change of policy that helped trigger the woes could also be playing out for some
time and affect many more Chinese property developers.

Europe is the other stand out geographic theme from this month’s report. Here
too there is political change in the air. Angela Merkel, the long-time chancellor
of Germany, the EU’s largest economy, is due to step down once a new
government is formed following an election on 26 September. Her odds on
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successor, Olaf Scholz, has positioned himself as something of a continuity
candidate, despite heading another party. Still, the prospect of change may be
weighing on sentiment and discounts.

However, given the growth-orientated nature of the two European trusts
highlighted by the Alpha screen, a bigger issue is likely to be the recent moves
towards reining in pandemic bond buying, as highlighted in the “performance”
section of this report.

A number of trusts that have not featured in past reports or have not been
covered for a long time are among the 10 Alpha picks for September. That
means there is lots of new ground to cover. Where trusts have been featured in
recent reports (Polar Capital Technology, European Opportunities and Scottish
Mortgage) I will provide a brief update on anything new and a link to the more in
depth coverage in past reports.

So, on with the show!

Asterisks (*) denote that  the author has shares in a trust.

Go to the next page to find out about the first trust...
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Allianz Technology

Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Allianz

Technology ATT £1,310m 308p - -6%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.5 -8.20% -2.80% 3.40% -10.10%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

4.80% 12.20% 6.90% 27.30% 94.90% 324.80%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Alphabet Inc A 6

Amazon.com

Inc 4.3

Micron

Technology Inc 3.8

Microsoft Corp 3.6

Facebook Inc A 3.4

Expedia Group

Inc 3.2

Samsung

Electronics Co

Ltd 3.1

CrowdStrike

Holdings Inc

Class A 3

Seagate

Technology

Holdings PLC 2.9

Okta Inc A 2.4

Total 36

Source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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Allianz Technology Trust (ATT) has an exceptional long-term performance

record. That means it historically has often traded at close to NAV, or even a

premium. However, the discount blew out earlier this year as the market got

cold feet about growth stocks and flocked to value plays and it has not yet

reversed.

The trust itself has actually tried to play the value investing game itself recently,

albeit inside the confines of the tech sector. It did this by targeting cheap

semiconductor stocks where, according to Kepler Trust Intelligence, it had

about a quarter of its assets at the end of May.  The trouble with the

semiconductor bet was that the market seemed to take the view that this was as

good as it gets for the highly cyclical subsector and performance from the bet

has not been great.

That said, Allianz remains the stand out performer in the AIC Technology sector

over both the short and long term. Some of this can be attributed to the

managers’ willingness to look beyond mega-cap companies in order to play

emerging growth trends. In the tech sector, size is relative, so in practice Allianz

Technology’s “mid-cap” bias means three fifths of the portfolio is less than

$100bn and about a tenth is below $10bn.
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NAV Performance

Name TIDM 1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

Allianz Technology ATT 6% 14% 16% 38% 116% 318%

Augmentum Fintech AUGM 0% 0% 10% 13% 33% -

Herald HRI 5% 9% 15% 43% 80% 170%

Polar Capital Technology PCT 4% 12% 15% 29% 101% 245%

Average - 4% 9% 14% 31% 82% 244%

Dow Jones World Technology - 3% 12% 17% 32% 104% 228%

Source: Winterflood Investment Trusts

The portfolio consisted of 69 holdings at the end of July. The focus is on

investing in the leaders in the most exciting growth trends. At the moment,

cloud computing is a big theme which the trust regards as being in its “early

innings”. There is also a strong interest in labour shortages, productivity and

home working. This feeds into exposure to artificial intelligence, automation and

cyber security.

The portfolio is chiefly focused on North America which accounts for 86 per

cent of assets. The trust also has limited exposure to the US- listed Chinese tech

names which have been a major cause of angst for investors recently as the

CCP cracks down on the sector. For example, it is underweight in Tencent and

does not hold Alibaba. The trust also typically does not use gearing and at the

last disclosure was sat on nearly 6 per cent cash.

The trust has been under the stewardship of its respected co-managers Walter

Price and Huachen Chen since 2007, who are part of a four person team.

Fees are an issue with this trust. As well as the 0.92 per cent ongoing charge,

the manager is entitled to a 12.5 per cent performance fee based on

outperformance of the Dow Jones Global Technology index. Outperformance in

2020 meant shareholders had to fork out an extra £25m to the manager on top

of the not insignificant base fee. The performance fee is at least capped at 2.25

per cent of NAV and is also subject to a high water mark. A high water mark

means the manager needs to make up any lost ground from previous years

before being entitled to the performance fee again.
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JPMorgan Japanese
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

JPM Japanese JFJ £1,140m 726p 0.70% 15%

Discount to

NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1 -6.40% -4.00% 1.60% -13.50%

re Price Performa

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

15.40% 15.10% 12.70% 27.60% 65.50% 145.90%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Keyence Corp 7.6

Hoya Corp 6.4

Recruit

Holdings Co Ltd 6.1

Tokyo Electron

Ltd 4.7

MonotaRO Co

Ltd 4.1

OBIC Co Ltd 3.8

Nintendo Co

Ltd 3.5

Sony Group

Corp 3.1

Shin-Etsu

Chemical Co

Ltd 3.1

SMC Corp 2.9

Total 45

Source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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Many fans of Japan see it as a market where there is money to be made by

agitating for corporate action at companies with shares trading at derisory

valuations. However, JPMorgan Japanese (JFJ) dances to a different tune.

Indeed, it dropped “improved corporate governance” from the structural

themes it targets earlier this year in the belief that sufficient progress had been

made by companies on this front and the best of the gains had already been

enjoyed.

Replacing the governance theme was a new focus on the “environment” to

reflect Japan’s increased focus on green issues and reaching net zero. This

seems far more fitting with the overall approach of the trust’s managers,

Nicholas Weindling and Miyako Urabe. Their overriding aim is on the “new”

Japan. They aim to buy high-quality companies that can benefit from long-term

structural growth trends, as shown in the pie chart below.
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The quality focus is reflected in the fundamentals of portfolio companies. At the

end of March, the average return on equity (RoE) of the trust’s holdings stood at

11.7 per cent, compared with 5.8 per cent in the broader market. Meanwhile,

operating margins were 20.5 per cent versus 12.4 per cent. Both RoE and

margins are considered key measures of business quality.

However, companies with such attractive attributes come at a price. The

portfolio’s valuation of 37 times earnings compares with the market’s

price/earnings ratio of 18.

The trust has plenty of feet on the ground in Japan. JP Morgan has a 25-strong

team of fund managers and analysts based in the country, which includes the

lead managers. This helps the trust hunt for lower-profile stocks, which is

reflected in an extremely high active share (the difference between the

portfolio and the index) of 95 per cent.

The managers’ investment style meant the trust struggled to keep pace with the

market during the value revival that took hold late in 2020 and continued into

this year. However, performance has pepped up again over recent months. The

long-term record is also very impressive (see table).
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NAV Performance

Name TIDM 1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

Aberdeen Japan AJIT 14% 16% 13% 23% 46% 76%

Baillie Gifford Japan BGFD 10% 5% 2% 18% 36% 103%

CC Japan Income & Growth CCJI 12% 14% 11% 29% 26% 80%

Fidelity Japan Trust FJV 16% 14% 15% 29% 59% 145%

JPM Japanese JFJ 16% 17% 17% 22% 61% 124%

Schroder Japan Gwth SJG 9% 9% 10% 25% 22% 55%

Average - 13% 13% 11% 24% 42% 97%

TSE Lrg Caps - 9% 9% 6% 17% 26% 58%

Source: Winterflood Investment Trusts

The trust’s long-term record has been helped by the fact that it has the lowest

ongoing charge in its subsector at 0.65 per cent. Performance is also juiced up

(on both the up and downside) by gearing which is set to stand between 5 and

20 per cent.  Gearing currently stands at 15 per cent, which is a factor in helping

the trust benefit from the recent jump in the wider market.

The pledges of key candidates in the current prime ministerial race chime well

with JPMorgan Japanese’s focus on structural growth trends and digitisation.

And while the rest of the world seems to be looking towards tapering, which is

generally considered bad for growth stocks, Japan looks headed in the other

direction with  fiscal and monetary stimulus expected whoever takes over as

prime minister.

The trust has quite an interesting shareholder register with a number of

sometimes activist names camped out with large stakes. According to FactSet

data, this includesWells Capital Management with a 12 per cent holding and 5

per cent stakes held by both City of London and 1607 Capital.

Go to the next page to find out about the next trust...
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Polar Capital Technology
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Polar Capital

Technology PCT £3,415m 2,512p - -

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.2 -8.80% -6.90% -1.30% -11.40%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

2.90% 10.80% 12.40% 20.50% 86.10% 227.50%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Microsoft Corp 9.1

Apple Inc 8.1

Facebook Inc

Class A 4.9

Alphabet Inc

Class A 4.6

Alphabet Inc

Class C 4.5

Taiwan

Semiconductor

Manu 2.8

NVIDIA Corp 2.8

Samsung

Electronics Co

Ltd 2.6

Advanced

Micro Devices

Inc 2.4

Adobe Inc 1.9

Total 44

Source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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Polar Capital Technology (PCT) is generally regarded as a core holding for

investors after exposure to tech.

With a portfolio of over 100 shares that is dominated by the well-known Big

Tech names, a casual glance at the trust’s portfolio could leave one with the

impression that it is something of a closet-indexer. However, not deviating too

much from the Dow Jones Technology index is part of the trust’s strategy for

outperforming it.

Where the manager really seeks to get an advantage is by avoiding the bad

stuff in the index rather than making big bets on winners. Risk management is a

major consideration. The aim is to eke out superior returns gradually over time

rather than attempting to shoot the lights at the risk of periods of chronic

disappointment. The respected and long-serving manager, Ben Rogoff, aims for

an active share (difference between the portfolio and index) of 40 per cent to

50 per cent.

To justify its existence it has to outperform the many super low-cost passive

vehicles which now occupy this space. Fortunately, it has historically been

pretty good at achieving this.
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The shares  slipped to a discount earlier in the year as sentiment towards

growth stocks ebbed and the trust went through a brief and relatively rare

period of underperformance of its index. The trust has returned to form since

but the discount has remained stubbornly wide. Still, this has provided an

opportunity to make NAV enhancing buybacks.

Rogoff is excited about prospects and views the role played by technology in

getting the world through the pandemic as having accelerated many

pre-existing trends.

A more detailed look at the trust can be found in the February Alpha Report

here.

Go to the next page to read about the next trust…
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AVI Japan Opportunity
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

AVI Japan

Opportunity AJOT £163m 124p 1.10% 2%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.8 -0.90% 0.60% 6.70% -4.80%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

7.40% 13.30% 12.80% 16.80% 26.20% -

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

T Hasegawa Co

Ltd 7.8

DTS Corp 7.4

Fujitech Co Ltd 7.1

Digital Garage

Inc 6.2

C. Uyemura &

Co Ltd 5.9

SK Kaken Co Ltd 5.6

Pasona Group

Inc 5.4

Daibiru Corp 5.4

NS Solutions

Corp 4.7

Kato Sangyo Co

Ltd 4.4

Total 60

Source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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AVI Japan Opportunity (AJOT) takes a very different approach to corporate

governance improvement to the other Japanese trust highlighted by this

screen. The JPMorgan trust has dropped its governance as a theme. For AVI

Japan it is the only theme.

AVI Japan’s diminutive size relative to the JPMorgan trust and focused

management approach may help explain why it sees more mileage in this area.

The trust has a concentrated portfolio of between 20 to 30 (27 at the end of

August) small- to medium-sized companies with which it actively engages. At

the end of August, 65 per cent of its holdings were in companies, with market

capitalisations of less than £1bn and 12 per cent had market caps of less than

£250m.

It focuses on situations where it sees exceptional value, as well as a means of

unlocking that value over a five-year time horizon. The manager has a specialist

focus on identifying companies that trade at a marked discount to the

underlying value of their assets. For example, the top performing position in

August was a company called Pasona, which AVI believes is priced at a 77 per

cent discount to its fair value. That includes a 50 per cent stake in a company

called Benefit One, which is worth 320 per cent of Pasona’s market cap.
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The trust’s lead manager, Joe Bauernfreund, and the AVI team, which also

manage the larger AVI Global Trust (AGT), are highly experienced in this take

on value investing and also activism.

The trust started the year with 11 engagement campaigns planned and there

are encouraging signs of progress. In the second quarter, the fourth company

held by the trust since the trust launched in 2018 was taken private. Meanwhile,

five companies in the portfolio announced share buy backs.

The focus on governance chimes with efforts by the Japanese government to

encourage improvements. Whoever takes over following Japan’s current prime

minister’s imminent departure is likely to continue this push.

What’s more, the hope that the new leader will unleash a wave of stimulus could

be especially good news for the part of the market AVI is exposed to; small-cap

value.  The recent rapid vaccine roll out over the last few months should also be

good news for “value” stocks. According to MorningStar data the trust’s

portfolio has an average price to book ratio of just 0.9 which compares with 1.2

for the index.

As with this month’s other Japanese trust pick, it is the  potential for recent NAV

momentum to continue rather than the size of the discount that is the main

attraction with AVI Japan. Indeed, while the Z score (an explanation of these

measures can be found above in the “screening rules” section) looks attractive,

the trust’s valuation has stayed in a pretty tight range over the last year and at

the time of writing the shares are only on the narrowest of discounts.

The trust is not a cheap option in terms of fee, either. This reflects its size and

specialism. The ongoing charge stands at 1.6 per cent, which is above the

average  for small cap Japan peers of about 1 per cent. The manager does

bear all the costs associated with activist engagement, though, and is also

committed to reinvesting a quarter of fees earned into the trust’s shares,

which is a nice touch.

NAV performance, meanwhile, is ahead of the benchmark, but behind that of

the handful of other Japanese small cap trusts (see table on next page). That

suggests there is some work to do to justify those relatively high charges. That

said, comparisons with peers need to be seen in light of AVI’s focus on value

plays given most of its rivals are more focused on growth - Nippon Active Value

being a notable exception.
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NAV Performance

Name TIDM 1m 3m 6m 1y 3yr

Atlantis Japan Growth AJG 16% 13% 12% 14% 41%

AVI Japan Opportunity AJOT 12% 13% 15% 17% 30%

Baillie Gifford Shin Nippon BGS 14% 13% 11% 17% 40%

JPM Japan Small Cap Gwth &
Inc JSGI 17% 12% 10% 18% 47%

Nippon Active Value NAVF 11% 14% 19% 36% -

Average - 15% 13% 12% 16% 39%

Topix Small Cap - 15% 13% 12% 17% 17%

Source: Winterflood Investment Trusts

AVI Japan itself has a shareholder on its register that is not afraid to get stuck-in

on governance issues. City of London holds a 17.4 per cent stake according to

FactSet data. The holding was increased by nearly three quarters around the

beginning of this year.

Go to the next page to read about the next trust…
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JPMorgan Indian
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

JPM Indian JII £647m 833p - -

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.6 -15.20% -14.20% -11.00% -19.00%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

5.80% 11.70% 11.40% 44.90% 24.30% 33.30%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Infosys Ltd 11.7

Housing

Development

Finance 9.2

Tata

Consultancy

Services Ltd 7.5

Reliance

Industries Ltd 7

ICICI Bank Ltd 6.8

Larsen &

Toubro Ltd 3.8

Axis Bank Ltd 3.8

Kotak

Mahindra Bank

Ltd 3.3

Maruti Suzuki

India Ltd 3.2

Hindustan

Unilever Ltd 3.1

Total 59

Source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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Fund management group JPMorgan has a number of top performing Asian

funds. Unfortunately, its Indian investment trust is not one of them. JPMorgan
Indian (JII) was particularly clobbered during the pandemic due to its large

exposure to the financial sector, including a heavy weighting towards banks.

The board appears to be feeling the pressure to pep up performance. And well it

might, given the City of London, an investor willing to lock horns on such issues,

holds 28 per cent of the shares. The firm's stake in JPMorgan Indian has been

increasing fairly consistently ever since it was more than halved in 2019 as a

result of an oversubscribed tender offer from the trust.

Once again a tender offer is potentially on the agenda, although not for another

four years. Conditional on shareholder approval closer to the time, the trust’s

board has committed to tender 25 per cent of the shares near NAV should the

trust not have  outperformed the MSCI India index on average by 0.5 per cent

or more per year during the five years to the end of September 2025.

The trust is not off to a great start, slightly lagging the index in terms of total

returns since the end of September 2020 in both share price and NAV terms

(see graph).
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As another sop to long-suffering shareholders, the trust has recently reduced

its management fees. The charge on the first £300m of assets has dropped from

from 1 per cent to 0.75 per cent, whilst anything over that now has 0.6 per cent

skimmed off compared with 0.75 per cent previously. The trust was the

cheapest in the sector even before this.

However, the main thing shareholders need is a pick-up in performance. To that

end, Ayaz Ebrahim, who was appointed as the trust’s new co-manager in

mid-2020 to work alongside Rajendra Nair, has been told to improve risk

management and portfolio construction. Doubtless the significant drawdown

during the Covid-crash was weighing on the board’s mind when it assigned

Ebrahim this task.

However, risk management is not easy for active investors in India given the

index is very concentrated. That means relatively little deviation from index

weightings can make a fund look very bad, which is what has happened with

JPMorgan Indian.

Indeed, in many ways the trust’s large position in financials, which worked so

badly against it last year, makes sense. Financials, and especially banks, are

generally regarded as a good way to capture strong economic growth in
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developing markets. What’s more, the group has a focus on private banks, which

are taking share from India’s poorly run, giant state banks.

There is a lot of excitement about the long-term potential of India’s economy

due to the youth of its population. Economic reform in the country is focused on

exploiting this potential. Key aims are to reduce the size of the black economy

and make the country a more attractive destination for foreign investment.

A heightened unease about business practices in China also has the potential to

push capital to India. While smaller countries such as Vietnam seem to have

stolen a march in creating a business friendly environment, India is seen by

many as the only country that can genuinely compete with China for foreign

capital based on scale as well as production costs.

In terms of investment style, the trust is  focused on quality growth plays. Major

sector themes aside from financials include IT services, consumption, quality

industrials and healthcare.

If performance can be pepped up, and if investors start to view India as a more

attractive prospect versus its regional peers, then there is certainly scope for

gains from discount narrowing. The trust also has authority to buyback shares

but is not very aggressive in doing this. Should pressure be exerted on the board

to be a bit more active on controlling the discount this too could do some good.

The combination of the wide discount, engaged shareholders and the attempts

by the management and board to improve performance make for an interesting

mix.

Go to the next page to read about the next trust…
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Scottish Mortgage*
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Scottish

Mortgage SMT £19,535m 1,385p 0.30% 6%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.1 -2.20% -1.90% 4.50% -12.30%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

4.90% 13.20% 17.60% 43.80% 157.60% 357.10%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Illumina Inc 6.3

Moderna Inc 5.6

Tencent

Holdings Ltd 5.1

ASML Holding

NV 5

NIO Inc ADR 4.2

Tesla Inc 4.1

Alibaba Group

Holding Ltd

ADR 3.8

Meituan 3.7

Amazon.com

Inc 3

Delivery Hero

SE 2.7

Total 43

Source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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Scottish Mortgage (SMT) continues to trade at a discount to NAV, but

performance over recent months has not been at all bad and the trust has been

buying back shares. There has been some controversy over the trust’s fondness

of Chinese tech stocks. These companies have been in for a rough ride due to

rising government intervention.

The trust faces a number of issues including the departure of its lead manager.

There is a more detailed look at the trust in the June Alpha Report which can be

read here.

Go to the next page to find out about the next trust...
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Baillie Gifford US Growth
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Baillie Gifford

US Growth USA £1,022m 333p - 1%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-2 -1.00% 4.80% 12.80% -9.00%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

-1.20% 5.60% -1.00% 34.10% 145.60% -

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Shopify Inc A 6.8

Amazon.com

Inc 4.4

Wayfair Inc

Class A 4.1

Moderna Inc 3.7

Roku Inc Class

A 3.6

The Trade Desk

Inc A 3.6

Tesla Inc 3.5

Twilio Inc A 3.4

Zoom Video

Communicatio

ns Inc 2.9

Illumina Inc 2.6

Total 39

Source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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In an environment where investors are getting a bit nervous about the prospect

for growth stocks, Baillie Gifford’s funds can be expected to feel the jitters. And

that’s especially true of its rip-roaring US Growth trust.

As a fund manager, Baillie Gifford has a very distinct philosophy. Its view is that

a very small percentage of exceptional companies account for a vast majority of

stock market returns. While other investors have taken exception to the

academic work on which the claim is made, there can be little argument that the

trust itself has done very well by embracing this idea.

The trust aims to find exceptional growth companies that it plans to hold

investments in for a very long time. The manager is hugely excited about

prospects due to an “avalanche” of structural change during the pandemic

spanning medical gene-based breakthrough to the digitisation of large swathes

of the economy.

One of the changes afoot across global markets, but particularly in the US, is

that the world's most innovative companies are remaining private for longer.

Baillie Gifford US Growth (USA) tries to tap into this with investments in

unlisted companies which represent 16 per cent of the portfolio. At the end of

July, 21 of its 70 holdings were unlisted, which followed four exceptionally

successful IPOs in its last financial year.
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The portfolio bears little resemblance to the index with an active share of 92 per

cent. The quest for growth is also not cheap. According to Morningstar data the

portfolio’s price/earnings valuation stands at 59 times compared with 21 times

for the index. The price/sales ratio meanwhile is a hefty 5.4 times versus 2.6 for

the market.

But the trust gets what it pays for; growth. Portfolio sales growth is estimated

at 24 per cent compared with 2 per cent for the market. The portfolio also has

strong skews to the most innovative and highest-growth sectors, as one would

expect (see pie chart).

While the firm Baillie Gifford has faced some questions about its exposure to

Chinese tech stocks in other funds, the US Growth trust’s full portfolio

disclosure from July does not show any holdings in this area. It also potentially

quelled some investors' nerves last year about its strategy of running winners

when it took a large slice of profits from its holding in Tesla, the electric and

want-to-be autonomous car company.

The small discount on offer from the trust’s shares hardly represents a great

bargain. However, in less nervy times the shares have routinely traded at a

premium to NAV. It has used this to the advantage of existing shareholders. Last

financial year it raised £134m selling shares at an average premium of 6.4 per
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cent, which helps boost returns for existing investors. A tiered management fee

structure means growing NAV with new funds helps to reduce the ongoing

charge, which fell from 0.75 per cent to 0.68 per cent last year.

The high octane focus of Baillie Gifford US Growth may not be everyone’s cup

of tea and holds risks. But it has proved itself very good at what it does and

offers a great way to get exposure to highly innovative albeit highly rated

companies.

Go to the next page to find out about the next trust...
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European Opportunities*
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

European

Opportunities JEO £895m 846p 0.40% 4%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.3 -11.30% -10.90% -6.50% -13.80%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

1.70% 14.20% 20.00% 25.40% 0.20% 61.00%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Experian PLC 10.4

Novo Nordisk

A/S Class B 10.2

Dassault

Systemes SE 9.4

RELX PLC 8.6

Genus PLC 8.4

Intermediate

Capital Group

PLC 7.5

Deutsche

Boerse AG 5.1

BioMerieux SA 5

Grifols SA 4.8

Soitec SA 3.9

Total 73

Source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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European Opportunities (JEO) still lives in the shadows of its decision to stick

with its large holding in Wirecard, despite a number of investors and journalists

calling the company out as a fraud, which it was. Performance has been

disappointing since the debacle but the longer-term record of the trust is

strong. The trust has been buying in shares to try to narrow the discount from

what are wide levels by historical standards.

More detail on the trust is available in the June Alpha Report here.

Go to the next page to find out about the next trust...
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Baillie Gifford European Growth*
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Baillie Gifford

European

Growth BGEU £596m 164p 0.20% 6%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.9 -1.00% 1.20% 6.80% -5.40%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

3.20% 6.50% 18.70% 39.60% 94.00% 160.40%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

IMCD NV 5

Prosus NV

Ordinary

Shares - Class N 4.7

AddLife AB

Class B 4.4

Ryanair

Holdings PLC 4

Adyen NV 3.7

Zalando SE 3.5

adidas AG 3.3

Atlas Copco AB

B 3.3

Avanza Bank

Holding AB 3.2

L'Oreal SA 2.9

Total 38

Source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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Looking at the portfolio of Baillie Gifford European Growth (BGEU) one could

be forgiven for thinking it had a different investment philosophy to its US stable

mate we’ve already met in this report. One striking difference is the relative lack

of importance of the information technology sector in the portfolio with more

weighting on companies in the industrial and consumer discretionary sectors.

Source: Trust, 31 Mar 2021
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However, in the manager’s view the difference is superficial. Indeed, the

portfolio characteristics of the European trust echo much of what can be seen in

the US counterpart. Namely, according to Morningstar data, both valuations

and growth rates are high relative to the index. The price/earnings ratio of 36

times compares with 17 times for the index and sales growth of 5.1 per cent

compares with -3.2 per cent. It is also clear the trust marches to its own beat

with a high active share (the measure of the difference between the portfolio

and its benchmark) of 88 per cent.

Baillie Gifford’s analysis of what makes exceptional European companies

suggest they are fundamentally different to the big winners found in the US. As

well as heralding from different sectors, the trust focuses strongly on

founder-led businesses.

However, the trust’s manager thinks European winners may start to look a bit

more like US winners over time. The hope is that Europe is set to play catch up

with the rapid innovation seen in the US and China over recent years. There are

signs of high levels of ambition emerging in the European technology sector.

Like the US fund, Baillie Gifford European is able to tap into this by investing in

private companies, although the cap on this exposure is set at a more modest

10 per cent. That said, so far the trust has only made one investment in a private

company since the management contract was handed to Baillie Gifford in late

2019. The investment is in an electric-vehicle battery developer called

Northvolt, which accounted for about 2 per cent of the portfolio at the

half-year stage.

Geographically there is a large weighting towards Sweden, where some of the

most innovative and entrepreneurial companies in Europe are to be found

(see below).
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Source: Trust, 31 Jul 2021

The portfolio consists of 46 holdings in all. Charges, as is common with the

Baillie Gifford funds, are low. The ongoing charge stands at a very modest

0.4 per cent.

The discount meanwhile is nothing to write home about, so the excitement here

is the growth strategy being pursued by the manager and the narrative that a

period of catch up is due in Europe.

Go to the next page to find out about the next trust...
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F&C Investment Trust
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

F&C Inv Trust FCIT £4,692m 884p 1.40% 10%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.7 -8.70% -7.60% -4.10% -13.30%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

0.50% 4.70% 12.30% 29.00% 28.70% 92.50%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Microsoft Corp 2.2

Amazon.com

Inc 2.2

Alphabet Inc

Class C 1.9

Facebook Inc

Class A 1.6

Apple Inc 1.4

UnitedHealth

Group Inc 1

Taiwan

Semiconductor

Manufacturing

Co Ltd 0.9

International

Flavors &

Fragrances Inc 0.8

Mastercard Inc

Class A 0.8

PayPal Holdings

Inc 0.7

Total 13

Source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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A key question investors in any global generalist equity investment trust should

have is whether the trust is likely to be a better option than a low-cost ETF

tracking the world index.

To be compelling, a global generalist needs to offer a good prospect of doing a

fair bit  better than a passive ETF because it is likely to be a whole lot more

stressful to own. That’s because at times of trouble the discounts of investment

trust tend to blow out. That was certainly the case with F&C investment trust

when the markets went into meltdown in March 2020, as can be seen in the

accompanying graph.

So how does F&C Investment Trust compare to a global ETF over the past five

years (I’m using the iShares MSCI World ETF for comparison)? Sadly the answer

is: not great (see graph on next page).

Over the five years chronicled, the trust’s NAV performance was a little bit

better than that of the iShares ETF at the start, and then it was a little bit worse,

and overall it all kind of balanced out.

What has been a lot more volatile than the ETF performance is F&C’s share

price, as the discount first narrowed to come in line with NAV before briefly

blowing out during the Covid panic, then settling in the five to ten per cent

range where we currently find it.
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The uninspiring NAV performance of F&C is sad because this is a trust that

makes you want to like it. Not only is it a venerable thing (the oldest continually

listed trust having launched in 1868), but it also tries hard to distinguish itself.

Fees are low (the ongoing charge is 0.6 per cent) and the board is not shy about

buying back shares to control the discount.

What’s more, the manager Paul Niven tries to ensure the trust holds an

interesting mix of assets. He allocates nine global and regional mandates to

managers with  distinct investment styles. Five of these mandates are with the

trust’s main manager, BMO, while a further four are with external managers.

Niven has also allocated assets to private equity through BMO and two external

managers. At the end of June this represented 9.3 per cent of the portfolio.

There’s also a bit of currency hedging that goes on and active use of gearing.
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But looking at the performance numbers it is hard to get excited. That said, with

more benign market conditions and ongoing buybacks there is a chance the

discount will narrow from the current level. That could see the share price

outdo an ETF alternative even if NAV continues to only track it.

Go to the next page for more details of this month’s trusts and
performance data...
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DETAILED REPORT PERFORMANCE BREAKDOWN*
*from close on day of publication to 24 June 2021

11-Sep-20 19-Oct-20

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Alpha ITs - 40.1% Alpha ITs - 37.1%

MSCI World - 24.7% MSCI World - 24.0%

FTSE All Share - 24.4% FTSE All Share - 26.3%

TRUST PICKS TRUST PICKS

JPMorgan
Indian JII 45.3%

Standard Life
Uk Sm.Cos. SLS 38.5%

Pacific Assets PAC 37.5% Pacific Assets PAC 26.8%

Fidelity Asian
Values FAS 46.5%

Fidelity Asian
Values FAS 40.7%

JPMorgan Emg
Mkt JMG 28.3%

Independent
Inv Trst IIT 37.6%

Asia Dragon
Trust DGN 20.1%

Aurora
Investment ARR 24.9%

Schdr.An.Tor.In
v. ATR 24.2% AVI Global AGT 37.3%

Scottish
Mortgage SMT 48.4%

JPMorgan US
Sm Co JUSC 31.2%

Herald
Investment HRI 64.0%

BMO
Commercial
Prop BCPT 70.7%

European
Assets Trust EAT 52.1%

JPMorgan
Indian JII 38.1%

Blackrock
World Mng. BRWM 34.7%

CC Japan
Inc&Grth CCJI 24.7%

16-Nov-20 25-Jan-21

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Alpha ITs - 23.2% Alpha ITs - 19.0%

MSCI World - 18.5% MSCI World - 13.9%

FTSE All Share - 15.3% FTSE All Share - 10.8%

TRUST PICKS TRUST PICKS

Aurora
Investment ARR 2.2%

Aberforth
Smcos. ASL 33.9%

Artemis Alpha ATS 21.7% Temple Bar TMPL 15.3%
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Trust

Invesco
Perp.Uk
Smcos. IPU 39.3% Murray Intl. MYI 3.1%

Invesco Asia
Trust IAT 7.4%

Merchants
Trust MRCH 25.1%

Strategic Equity
Cap. SEC 45.3%

Templeton
Emrg.Mkts.It. TEM -8.7%

Std.Lf.Inv.Pr.Inc
.Tst. SLI 21.3%

Blackrock
Smcos.Tst. BRSC 35.1%

Brunner
Investment
Trust BUT 24.6%

Henderson
Smaller Cos. HSL 31.2%

CC Japan
Inc&Grth CCJI 21.4%

Std.Lf.Inv.Pr.Inc
.Tst. SLI 31.6%

Fidelity Asian
Values FAS 31.6% AVI Global AGT 16.8%

Blackrock
Frontiers BRFI 17.0%

Scottish
Mortgage SMT 6.2%

22-Feb-21 29-Mar-21

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Alpha ITs - 17.2% Alpha ITs - 14.5%

MSCI World - 15.6% MSCI World - 12.1%

FTSE All Share - 10.3% FTSE All Share - 7.5%

TRUST PICKS TRUST PICKS

Rights & Issues
It. RIII 22.9%

Rights & Issues
It. RIII 20.7%

Schroder
Orntl.Inc.Fd. SOI -2.7%

Nippon Active
Value Fund NAVF 17.2%

Avi Global
Trust AGT 14.7%

Henderson
Intl.Inc.Tst. HINT 6.0%

Polar Capital
Tech.Tst. PCT 9.2%

Invesco
Perp.Uk
Smcos. IPU 20.4%

Jpmorgan
Claverhouse JCH 20.0%

Jpmorgan
American It. JAM 14.6%

Rit Capital
Partners RCP 24.3%

North American
Inc.Tst. NAIT 11.5%

North Atlantic
Smcos. NAS 24.8%

North Atlantic
Smcos. NAS 23.1%
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Tr European
Growth TRG 12.9%

Middlefield
Cdn.Inc. MCT 10.1%

Invesco
Perp.Uk
Smcos. IPU 22.4%

Vietnam
Enter.Inv. VEIL 20.9%

Aberforth
Smcos. ASL 23.2%

Gab.Value Plus
+ Trust Dead -
Delist.13/07/21 GVP 0.9%

27-Apr-21 24-May-21

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Alpha ITs - 10.2% Alpha ITs - 10.9%

MSCI World - 7.7% MSCI World - 8.8%

FTSE All Share - 3.6% FTSE All Share - 2.0%

Rights & Issues
It. RIII 10.9%

Rights & Issues
It. RIII 11.4%

Rit Capital
Partners RCP 8.0%

Aberforth
Smcos. ASL 5.0%

Bmo
Cap.&.Inc.It. BCI 4.5%

Standard Life
Uk Sm.Cos. SLS 15.8%

Bmo
Priv.Eq.Tst. BPET 26.0%

Odyssean
Investment Tst. OIT 16.2%

Mercantile It. MRC 3.3%
North American
Inc.Tst. NAIT 4.1%

Brunner
Investment
Trust BUT 11.0%

Rit Capital
Partners RCP 6.0%

Aberforth
Smcos. ASL 1.6%

Caledonia
Investments CLDN 15.6%

Blackrock
Smcos.Tst. BRSC 15.7%

Vietnam
Enter.Inv. VEIL 8.7%

Middlefield
Cdn.Inc. MCT 6.6%

Jpmorgan
Russian JRS 18.5%

Harbourvest
Global HVPE 14.8%

Invesco
Perp.Slt.Uk Eq. IVPU 7.7%

28-Jun-21 26-Jul-21

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Alpha ITs - 7.2% Alpha ITs - 7.8%

MSCI World - 4.5% MSCI World - 2.0%
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FTSE All Share - 1.4% FTSE All Share - 1.6%

Vietnam
Enter.Inv. VEIL 0.7%

Ashoka India
Equity It. AIE 18.3%

Jpmorgan
Russian JRS 9.2%

Harbourvest
Global HVPE 5.8%

Caledonia
Investments CLDN 9.3%

Martin Currie
Glb.Prtf. MNP -1.4%

Martin Currie
Glb.Prtf. MNP 4.3%

Middlefield
Cdn.Inc. MCT 0.0%

Fidelity
European Tst. FEV 4.7%

Caledonia
Investments CLDN 5.2%

Vietnam
Holding VNH 13.0%

Vietnam
Enter.Inv. VEIL 7.9%

Rights & Issues
It. RIII 10.3%

Vietnam
Holding VNH 19.4%

Scottish
Mortgage SMT 5.5%

Scottish
Mortgage SMT 3.7%

European
Opportunities JEO 13.7%

Montanaro
Eur.Smcos.Tst MTE 10.8%

Middlefield
Cdn.Inc. MCT 1.4%

Standard Life
Uk Sm.Cos. SLS 8.1%

Full September 2021 Top 25 trusts and 10 trust ‘portfolio’ on next

page...
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